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WELCOME TO BELARUS!

Country excursion to Museum of Old Folk Crafts and Technologies “Dudutki”
At a distance of 40 kilometers from Minsk Museum of material culture «Dudutki» is waiting for you
on the picturesque bank of the Ptich river. You can visit a real windmill. In miller's house you will be
offered food. A skillful master of pottery will demonstrate his skills. In a rural bakery you will taste the
home bread and kvass. The secrets of cooking domestic cheeses will be disclosed to you in dairy.
Car-fanciers will receive special pleasure; here they will find the interesting collection of antique
cars: HANOMAG, HORCH, Willis, Topolino, “ZIM”, “Chaika”, “GAZ-67”, “Moskvich”, “Amphibiya”. Horse
routes wait for riding lovers.
Exclusive!
In a rural bakery, which is a very comfortable country-style inn, you will both taste the hot bread
baked right in front of you, and take part in a magic act "The Creation of bread." At your desire we can
organize a separate one or two cabs trip of any duration with a picnic on a forest glade for you. Log
bathhouse on "Pagan glade" will meet you with excellent steam, fragrant broom, beer, fish soup and
crayfishes.
You will have an interesting and fascinating time. You will plunge into the atmosphere of
Belarusian province of the XIX century, see the way of rural life, comprehend the meaning and mystery of
ancient crafts.

The excursion program will be organized according to the advanced order (group size is from 4
persons and over). It includes:
 Visit to the windmill, miller’s house with a refreshment offer; craft shops sightseeing with the
detailed story about the history of old crafts’ technologies (woodworking, fictility, blacksmith's work,
weaving, straw) and the history of the Belarusian people everyday life;
 Participation in crafts (in the guilds, blacksmith shop, joinery shop), listening to a story about the
history of Belarusian cuisine, accompanied by treating visitors to bread, butter, cheese and herb
tea (in bakery), as well as a traditional Belarusian garelka (on brovar), and refreshments from
miller (in the miller’s house);
 Tour to the museum zoo (ostriches, wild boars, deers) and museum farm (stable, steading, poultry
house)
 Riding either a horse or in the cab.
Duration of excursion: 2,5 hours

